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Returns from publicly funded research

As Congress remains entrenched in budget appropriations for 2015, we are reminded
 that federal support for science research has changed dramatically over the years.
 Mid- and late-career scientists recall several decades of steady increases in federal
 science funding. From 1983 to its peak in 2004, nondefense R&D spending more than
 doubled. Since 2005, however, federal support of scientific research has declined in
 real terms by 12.6%.

Much of the recent discussion surrounding funding for science has to do with return
 on taxpayer investment. One measure of the economic benefits associated with
 federally funded research is the number of patents and licenses that are transferred
 to the business sector. This is an indication of potential new discoveries and
 inventions that can be commercialized. Both basic research and applied research
 have been successful in seeding commercial ventures.

In the first few decades following World War II, when the federal government first
 significantly invested in scientific research, little attention was paid to the commercial
 prospects of research. Despite the fact that most research was being conducted at
 universities and national labs, researchers and institutions had little incentive to seed
 commercial applications through patents and spin-off companies. Although culture
 played a role, the problem was in large part legislative in that any resulting
 intellectual property resided with the federal government. This all changed with
 passage of the landmark Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, which provided patent ownership
 rights to the inventor and the inventor's institution. The consequences of this
 legislation have been significant.

» Read more

SPS interns reach out with light

On June 19, SPS interns Kearns Louis-Jean, Mark Sellers,
 and Jake Zalkind, and SPS program manager Joe York,
 conducted an outreach event at Tuckahoe Elementary
 for 50 enthusiastic third-grade students. The first
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 demonstration was “borrowed” from the 2013 SOCK—
using differently scaled rulers to measure equal lengths
 of rope—to stress the importance of standards of
 measurement, then segued into a discussion about how
 light can be used to measure distance.

» Read more

Journal of Applied Physics gets a new editor-in-chief

On July 1, 2014, AIP Publishing welcomed André Anders, PhD, as
 the new editor-in-chief for Journal of Applied Physics. Having
 served as an Associate Editor since 2009, Anders has a record of
 dedication to the journal and brings a wealth of research
 leadership and editorial oversight to this new role. Anders earned
 his Ph.D. in physics at Humboldt University Berlin, Germany, in
 1987, and is currently a senior scientist and leader of the
 Applications Group at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

 Throughout his career, Anders has been the recipient of numerous prestigious awards and is a prolific
 contributor to the literature. For more information, see the press release.

Check out AMS's The Front Page

The Front Page, gives the monthly Bulletin of the American
 Meteorological Society a daily presence on the Web, integrating
 the AMS and its science with current events and topics. It is also

 forum for discussion about AMS, the profession, and members' role in the world-wide community. The
 Front Page is free to all web viewers. Check out the most recent posting:

New Standard Aims to Improve Tornado, Severe Wind Estimates
 By Jim LaDue, NWS Warning Decision Training Branch

» Read more
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 July 13-21

US Physics Team competes in the International Physics Olympiad (Astana, Kazakhstan)

July 14

AIP Liaison Committee for Under-Represented Minorities meeting (College Park)

July 15-17

Council of Engineering and Scientific Society Executives (CESSE) Annual Meeting (Spokane, WA)

July 20-24

AAPM 56th Annual Meeting (Austin, TX)

July 21

Brown bag lunch given by Alex Wellerstein on “John Wheeler’s H-Bomb Blues: Searching for a
 Missing Document at the Height of the Cold War” (College Park)

July 25

SPS interns program presentations (College Park)

July 26-30

AAPT Summer Meeting (Minneapolis, MN)

August 1

Last day of SPS internships (College Park)


